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Romac Fuels customers are now able to make cashless payments at LIQVIS LNG
filling stations in Germany and France
Every owner of a Romac Fuels Card can now benefit from access to the growing LIQVIS infrastructure
network and can fill up their trucks at the LNG filling stations in Germany and France.
LIQVIS and Romac Fuels are pleased to have gained each other as a strong partner. This partnership is an
example of their commitment to provide more logistics companies access to an international LNG filling station
network beyond the high traffic country of transit Germany. LIQVIS is excited to be working with Romac Fuels.
Uniper subsidiary LIQVIS has been operating LNG filling stations since 2017. These are located at strategic
transport hubs that serve a particularly high volume of trucks, such as Berlin-Grünheide, Bönen, HannoverLangenhagen, Kassel-Lohfelden, Calais and Bouc-Bel-Air. To meet the increasing demand for this alternative
fuel, systematic expansion of the German LNG filling station infrastructure is planned for the coming years.
As such, this year LIQVIS stations will also be commissioned in Bad Honnef and Magdeburg, for example.
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About LIQVIS
As a wholly owned subsidiary of Uniper SE, LIQVIS builds and operates a demand-driven infrastructure for
LNG in heavy-duty transport. Founded in 2015, Liqvis has been operating LNG refueling stations at
strategic transport hubs with particularly high truck volumes (e.g., in Berlin-Grünheide, Bönen, HannoverLangenhagen, and Kassel-Lohfelden) since 2017. A steady expansion of this refueling station
infrastructure is planned for the coming years.
About Romac Fuels
Romac Fuels is a family business, operating energy stations in Belgium (Veurne and Houdeng) for trucks,
setting up an EU network for C-LNG cards with availability, economy and ecology as goals!
This press release may contain forward-looking statements based on current assumptions and forecasts made by Uniper SE
Management and other information currently available to Uniper. Various known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other
factors could lead to material differences between the actual future results, financial situation, development or performance of the
company and the estimates given here. Uniper SE does not intend, and does not assume any liability whatsoever, to update these
forward-looking statements or to modify them to conform with future events or developments.
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